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Abstract: Proper combat to human trafficking is impeded an existing system of 

the assessment of law enforcement bodies activity, the indications of which are not 

correlated with each other. 

It is given the suggestions on improvement of combat to criminality. 
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Law enforcement bodies of Azerbaijan have all chances and possess with all 

necessary information to combat drastically with human trafficking in Republic and 

during a short time enable to increase significantly the number of disclosed crimes in 

this sphere. 

So, they know and it is notoriously that Azerbaijan and in specially, Baku city 

have been filled with numerous massage offices, saunas and equipped with beds 

some extensions of the canteens and cafes, where it quite openly is carried out of 

sexual exploitation, advertising in the media and crossroads. 

Without fear and conscience the attendants and guarding those police officers of 

the numerous night and day bars and hotels offer service of the prostitutes all ages, 

sexes and aptitudes; there are telephone numbers of the dens and their attendants in 

Internet [2].      

Informational data of the MIA, boarder and migration services, customs will 

allow easy to find as human trafficking sellers, so their victims. It is known the place 

of concentration of the pimps, prostitutes, their clients and protectors.  

It is used a labour of the slaves in the cottages, villas and greenhouses of the 
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newly appeared nouveaux riches. Philippine's persons, who delivered in Azerbaijan 

in big amount, often became as slavers. It is true, often the citizens of the close 

countries become of such, which are named as Philippine's women.   

Law enforcement bodies have mentioned information and are able to clean the 

country as from human trafficking traders, so their voluntary victims, which 

consciously chosen an immoral way of the life.    

But, an existent system of evaluation of the law enforcement bodies' activity 

impedes to this, the indicators of which are not correlated with each other [5, p. 71-

72]. 

Thus, the main indicators of law enforcement bodies in combat to crime and 

especially to human trafficking are a) prevention of crimes and b) the number of 

disclosed crimes. 

But, in logics of being, the better prevention then less number of crimes should 

be. 

On this reason the law enforcement bodies are needed to manipulate as in issues 

of the practical combat to crime (combat to human trafficking), so in problems of the 

reports that is caused by this.  

Simultaneously mutual excluding requirements on improving of prevention and 

increasing of disclosing are need of the leaders of appropriate bodies and institutions 

not to do "sharp movements" during disclosing of the crimes, to support artificially 

gradual growth of disclosing crimes from one reporting period to another one, since, 

as rule, a calendar year is the point of reference [3, p. 71]. 

if, for example, in 2012 were disclosed 20 crimes, and in 2013 - 100 crimes than 

in the next 2014 it should be disclosed approximately 105-110 crimes etc., otherwise 

it will be brought pretensions due to deterioration of disclosing indicators. It is 

possible that not once, but to the end of reporting period everybody forgets about 

powerful attack on criminality committed in 2013. 

In connection with this, leadership of the law enforcement bodies artificially 

regulate the dynamic of crimes' disclosing through selected measures, instead of 
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serious fight against criminality and simultaneous realization by all operative 

information. This creates negative components in their work. 

Therefore, it is presented, that one of the first steps in improving fight against 

crime and especially in combat to human trafficking should change content on 

registration and reporting and criterion of evaluation of the law enforcement bodies 

activity. 

But, this is quite complicated issue and it is not admissible any extremes in it 

solution.  

As it known, while a state exists, criminality is constant, it is impossible to 

liquidate it with one run, but it can be decreased. As this neither paradoxical sounds, 

but increasing of the cost for criminal services (drugs, prostitution etc.) testify about 

positive in fighting against their organizations.    

But, increasing of the cost for criminal services is able to recreate and develop 

their surrogates and instead of massage offices and saunas the human trafficking is 

relocated in homes of single old ladies, living from pension to pension. 

Consequently, it should be made a choice between two evils, but old ladies are 

presented the less ones with their services.   

Increasing cost for criminal services in area of trafficking in persons is able to 

initiate competition of different state bodies and public organizations in combating to 

this social digression. 

In Azerbaijan the fight against human trafficking is monopolized by the 

Department for combating to human trafficking of the MIA, and territorial bodies of 

internal affairs possessing with the same information, as rule, are used it in personal 

purposes. 

Institutions of Health care, Ministry of labour, State Committee on women, 

NGO etc. are not interested in combating to human trafficking, and in the best course 

they are involved only in issues of help of crimes' victims. 

 Meanwhile, in activity of those massage offices and saunas, during using on 

slave labour in cottages, greenhouses and villas are had dozens issues, which are in 

competence of above stated ministries and departments. Resolution of the issues by 
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them will unsatisfied law enforcement bodies. Though, in general, this either make 

complex or exclude in whole illegal activity on human trafficking. 

Naturally, all mentioned measures should be combined with cultural and 

educative work, improving of legal education, using opportunities of media, TV etc. 

For the moment, one of the fierce propagandists of the charms and dividends of 

the human trafficking is Azerbaijani TV and life of "famous persons", episodes of 

which are distributed with media for "education of growing generation". 
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